1. Label the **CONTINENTS**: NORTH AMERICA, SOUTH AMERICA, ANTARCTICA, EUROPE, AFRICA, ASIA, AUSTRALIA.

2. Label the **OCEANS**: Atlantic Ocean, Pacific Ocean, Southern Ocean, Indian Ocean, Arctic Ocean.

3. Label the **PRIME MERIDIAN** and **EQUATOR**.

4. From the Equator, label the **SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE** and **NORTHERN HEMISPHERE**.

5. From the Prime Meridian, label the **EASTERN HEMISPHERE** and **WESTERN HEMISPHERE**.

6. Color the **CONTINENTS**: Africa (orange), Antarctica (gray), Asia (purple), Australia (red), North America (yellow), South America (green), Europe (brown).

7. Color the **OCEANS** (blue).
8. Label the COMPASS ROSE:

North    South
East     West
Northeast Southeast
Northwest Southwest

9. Mark where you live on the world map with a RED "X".

10. Do you live in the NORTHERN Hemisphere or SOUTHERN Hemisphere?

11. Do you live in the EASTERN Hemisphere or WESTERN Hemisphere?

12. What is the name of the continent in which you live?

13. What is the name of the country in which you live?

14. What is the name of the state in which you live?

15. What is the name of the county in which you live?

16. What is the name of the city/town in which you live?

17. What is the name of the Subdivision you live in?